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l. Define the terms group and subgroup.

(o)

(")

Prove that in a fidite group G, the order of each element divides the or<ler of G.

Hence prove 65.1 6lcl : e, V c € G, wilere e is the identity element of G,

Let F/ be a subgroup of a group G. prove that iJ-1 = IJ.

Is it true that, it H-r : H, then -Fl is a s{rbgroup of G? Justily your answer.

i. Let G be a group ol order 27. Prove that G contains a subgroup of order 3.

ii. Let 11 and 1{ be diflerent subgroups of G, each of order 16. prove that
24slHuKl<31.

Definc the terms cyclic group and abelial gr:oup.

(a) Prove that

i. Every subgroup of a cyclic group is cyclic.

Is the converse true? Justifu your answer.

ii. Every cyclic group is abelian.

(b) Il C is an infinite ryclir: group {:ienerated by an elcment o € G, then show that
the powers of o are distinct.

(b)



4.

(c) Let IJ be a subgroup of a group G, a4d let rr,6 € G.

Prove the following:

i. Il Ea g Hb, then Ha: Hb;

ii.. lf Han Hb I g, Lhen Ha: Hb:

iii. lJa : flb il and only if ab-1 e lJ.

Define normal subgroup of a group,homomorphism and isomorphism.

(al Let $ : G * Gr be a homoraorphism. If 11 S G, then prove that

4(H) S Gt. Further, if ,q Sl c, a,nd d is onto, then showlthat d(H) < Gr.

(bl i. Lpl G1 be a group olall ,"ul Z, Zrnurri"* I 
o D 

I

such that od - Dc I 0 under marrix mutriott"LJ.r'Jo G2 be a group of all

non-zero rea,l numbers under multiplication, If $: G1+ G2 defined by

/ro al\oll tt. ad- bc.

\1. dll
show that / is a homomorphism.

ii. Given that G is the group of al1 positive ieal numbers under multiplication

and G/ be the group of all real numbers under addition. LeL f : G + G be

defined by

l(c) = log(c), V u € c. Show that / is an isomoryhism.

(a) State and prove the first isomorphism theorem.

Let l? and i' be two nolmal subgroups oI a group of G, such that K C If. prove

the followiag:

i. K3H;
ii. H/K < G/K;

tii.94=G/H.H/t(
(b) What is mea"nt by a:r index of a subgroup of a group G.

Let IJ and K be two subgroups of a finite group G and K ! Ii. prove that

IG I Kl : Ic : HllH I Kl, where [G : K] is rhe index of J( in G.



5. (a) Define the terDr p_group.

j. prove that homomorphic

ii. Let G be a finite abelian 
ol a p*group io a xr-g1e11p.

divisor of the older or a. 
ttoto and p be a prime nurnber such that p is a

(b) Let *, and ,. ou ,"," 
"uo*."uj"'", ;.,::-"::ff;:;::r;_, 

",_, ",11 and 1( if and only if
i. each c € G can be uniquel

K. 
y er?tessed in the {orm c = ,,t, where i, € 11. } tr

ii hk=kh.vhtH,k -K.
L Define p€rmutation on n symbols

to a pemutation group, 
r' cycle of order r a.d transposition as applied

(a) Prove that the permutation gro,
rs ,9, aberian ror a > ,, ,,,",o";:; ;.Jloois 

5' is a finite group of order nr.

(b) Prove that every pemutatio[ in
tions. He,.ce show that an 

"'r"o' 
"t "* 

be expressed as a product of transposi-

even number of transpo"itio,r" 
' 
p-"rmutation caa be expressed as a product of

Express the following permutati(
termine rvhether it is oOO o, u*ri" 

as a prcduct ol transpositions a,'d hence d+

1i z: < s\t,.,..1\ ' . " "/
(c) Prove that the set of even permu

show that s./\,*, 
""r," r-"o lliij"fo'*s 

a nomal subsroup of Sn Hence


